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Synopsis
A’saffa Food SAOG’s journey gives a simple answer to never ending chicken or egg dilemma while requires a detailed explanation to answer its transformation from a poultry company to a vision of a food conglomerate. If anyone is reading the latest news or the recent annual report of A’saffa Foods S.A.O.G(“A’saffa”, “the company”), a company quoted in Muscat Securities Market (MSM)in Oman may have difficulties in believing that the same company was struggling just before a decade to manage its poultry only business in the name of A’saffa poultry Farms S.A.O.G. Conversely, for a company analyst or a researcher who followed each foot step of the company for last ten years, listing A’saffa foods S.A.O.G as one of the fastest growing companies of Omana in the United Securities Survey 2015 by Oman Economic Review (OER)\(^1\) and considering as a business that is agile, have an ability to think and respond to setbacks swiftly, generate consistent returns to its shareholders and post good results consistently may not be that surprising. A’saffa’s this transformation can be termed as one of the fastest journey from poultry to food conglomerate using its own resources and capabilities. The reality of this journey of the company might appear as fiction. However, as we know sometimes truth is stranger than the fiction.

Firms journeys towards growth come via many approaches such as using internal resources, acquiring competitors, integrating backward and forward or by using combination of one or more of these methods. However, in general the fastest method for a growth of a company is being always portrayed as via acquisition and the slowest is through using internal resources.